Recognition of characteristic patterns in sets of functionally equivalent DNA sequences.
An algorithm has been developed for the identification of unknown patterns which are distinctive for a set of short DNA sequences believed to be functionally equivalent. A pattern is defined as being a string, containing fully or partially specified nucleotides at each position of the string. The advantage of this 'vague' definition of the pattern is that it imposes minimum constraints on the characterization of patterns. A new feature of the approach developed here is that it allows a 'fair' simultaneous testing of patterns of all degrees of degeneracy. This analysis is based on an evaluation of inhomogeneity in the empirical occurrence distribution of any such pattern within a set of sequences. The use of the nonparametric kernel density estimation of Parzen allows one to assess small disturbances among the sequence alignments. The method also makes it possible to identify sequence subsets with different characteristic patterns. This algorithm was implemented in the analysis of patterns characteristic of sets of promoters, terminators and splice junction sequences. The results are compared with those obtained by other methods.